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Seeking to climb the economic ladder at least somewhat, I took a job with a very large
international organization doing editorial work but quickly began to notice the
organization was involved with the production of major events of different types which
were actually show business events involving show business production principles and
techniques – even though the organization really had no understanding of that.

I saw the opportunity, and it became another defining moment in my life; actually, it
became the biggest show business break I ever had.

Fairly quickly I was assigned major production responsibilities with these events. I made
certain every aspect of these productions carried the stamp of show business
philosophies and techniques. Whether the production was in Los Angeles or
Washington, Mexico City or New Orleans they bore the Show Business imprint.

Shortly, I began to incorporate the finest talents from Hollywood to
Broadway and all points between. The result was that I ended up
writing, directing and producing complete musical stage shows,
starring some of the greatest talents of our time in cities all over
the United States and Canada and, later, around the world in
places like Beijing, Moscow, Cairo, Istanbul, and Rio de Janeiro!

Along the way, we seemed always to be “pushing the envelope”, if
not on stage then trying to simply get the event produced! Our
work abroad brought us close to terror and terrorism, to the KGB,
the Secret Service and the FBI. The terrorists brought us one
scene indelibly etched in my mind which took place in the U.S.
Embassy, Cairo, and another in a small Cairo prefect police
station which could have been taken straight from the Humphrey Bogart movie classic
“Casablanca” (except that ours involved real terrorists, real danger!)

In the Moscow and the Saint Petersburg, Russia, of the early 1990’s,
the USSR was crumbling, as were their security services. I discovered
very quickly the best source of Russian interpreters were former (and
current) KGB officers. They spoke English as well as we and with no
Russian accent. One, a 32-year KGB espionage veteran named Boris
(with “undercover” service in the U.S. and more than thirty Red Stars for
“successful missions” hanging on his wall) was assigned to me for
nearly a year. He was of inestimable help. Producers have odd
requests at times. There was no “red tape” (no pun intended) he could
not cut and quickly. And, his inside stories “from the other side” of the

Iron Curtain during the Cold War were often (especially after his daily bottle of vodka) of
the type to have gotten us both into “major difficulties” had his telling become known.

My nearly forty-year career brought literally hundreds of other unusual experiences
Among them: In the early 1990’s, I rented and produced a show inside the Kremlin and
another in Catherine The Greats Winter Palace, developed a treatise with the U.S. State
Department principally for producers on dealing with terrorists (which is still in use), was
lost (briefly) in a caravan in the Sahara Desert near the Pyramids and the Sphinx, was
caught in traffic on Cairo’s Nile Bridge while a terrorist systematically shot and killed six
English speaking Westerners only a hundred yards or so away!
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My career also included scripting and producing
a documentary for PBS starring John Forsythe;
writing, producing and directing the musical
stage show “Small World” starring the
Broadway “West Side Story’s “ original Maria,
Carol Lawrence. In addition, I was most
fortunate to have produced shows with Nelson
Riddle, David Rose, Steve Lawrence and Eyde
Gorme, Phyllis Diller, Bob Newhart, George
Burns, Henry Mancini, Count Basie, Sarah Vaughan, Crystal Gayle, Jane Powell, Marvin
Hamlish, Anne Murray and others.

I also co-wrote and produced a show in New Orleans entitled “Mark Twain and Times
Remembered” dramatizing the evolution of Jazz and starring Pete Fountain, The
Preservation Hall Jazz Band and Placide Adams as Louis Armstrong. I also wrote a
musical stage show entitled “Oklahoma: Americas Musical Crossroads” dramatizing
with music the very sizeable but little known contributions this state has made to the
development of American music from Hollywood to Broadway.

I subsequently organized my own stage production
company, Signature Productions, and wrote and
produced a musical stage show entitled “The MGM
Story . . . “starring Hollywood’s Donald O’Connor (of
“Singin’ In The Rain” fame with co-stars Gene Kelly
and Debbie Reynolds), a show specially authorized by
MGM Studios and its President, Roger Mayer, and a
show described by The New York Post’s entertainment
columnist Liz Smith as “headed for Broadway!”

My wife Julie and I were blessed with a terrific
daughter, Laura, and a fantastic son, Jeff, a wonderful daughter-in-law and son-in-law as
well as a beautiful grand daughter and three fantastic grand sons.

In closing, I shall never forget the actors and the other artists, the
production team members, the audiences (the fantastic audiences! ),
the music and the experiences all over the world. I feel Totally Blessed.
I wouldn’t take millions – Dollars, Rubles, Francs or anything else – for
the Memories and the Magic of it all!

And for me and other members of our class, our lives and careers really
began in Tulsa Central’s South Auditorium on the stage (and in the
orchestra “pit”) so very long ago.
There will always be a special place in our hearts for TCH. What a
wonderful experience it was.

To both the living and those who are no longer with us my warmest thoughts and
deepest appreciation are with all of my 1956 Central classmates. You enriched my life
more than you can know.

Thanks For The Memories!

David Yowell


